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Regional Team Member,
Recently you received an email from Dennis Talton regarding an effort to collect
sustainable development data on MCON projects. Attached you will find a
spreadsheet that lists the FY04-FY06 projects for your region.
Provided on your regional template are the Navy MCON projects for FY04-FY06.
Not applicable projects (such as base perimeter and pier/wharf projects) have been
sorted out of this data collection process. It is important for the Sustainable
Development Program that you provide as much information as you have for each of
these projects. I do recognize, however, that the data for FY06 may have some gaps.
If for some reason I have not included a Navy project in your region on the template,
please add it in the shaded area below all other projects. If you have information on
non-Navy MCON projects that is easily tabulated, please provide it too (it will be
used as bonus information). But please do not miss the requested return date in order
to gather non-Navy project information.
In addition to the information on the template I need a copy of the LEED Project
Checklist for each project (or an equivalent list of sustainable design features) and
any copies of design specifications that have included sustainable design wording.
The intent is for this template to become the standard for Navy MCON sustainable
development data collection efforts, which means you are likely to see a similar
request for data every year. Please see the description of the template below and let
me know if you have recommendations on how it could be improved.
Description of Sustainable Development Data Template:
There are five distinct sections of information for each MCON project. These
sections are General, 1391, ROICC, LEED, and Energy and Water.
Several Columns are self-explanatory; others have notes embedded in the spreadsheet
to define the desired data entry. It is important to read these notes to ensure
consistency of data. Please use N/A for data entries that are Not Applicable and
TBD for data entries that are To Be Determined in the future.
For Water and Energy Information there may be differences in the way these figures
are calculated. If your project numbers are calculated differently than the notes
require, please provide your values as you have them, but you need to also explain
how your values were calculated in the Comments column.
In summary, I need:
1. Review and make any comments on the template format and data requests by 12
August.
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2. Data incorporated into the spreadsheet for your regional MCON projects by 26
August.
3. LEED Project Checklists or equivalent list of sustainable development features
for each project by 31 August.
4. Copy of specific facility design specifications that have incorporated sustainable
development or a person to contact for this information by 31 August.
I am available to answer any questions you might have about the template and I look
forward to working with you.
LT Deanna Carpenter

Attachment- Regional Template
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